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WELCOME

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF PRINT MEDIA

FROM THE PRESIDENT

Welcome to the 2016 Year in Review for the Professional

I know I speak for our entire Board of Directors when I say we

I present this amazing publication to all of you.

promote the important role of paramedics. We have a lot of new

Paramedic Association of Ottawa. It is with great pleasure that
Throughout 2016, the PPAO have hosted many events, festivals
and fundraisers which have allowed us to promote paramedicine
throughout the beautiful City of Ottawa. We have celebrated

numerous retirements as well as welcomed new faces. We also
raised money through the HELP fund for fellow staff members
who were in a time of need.

Whether you are a Paramedic, Communications Officer, EST,
student, political figure or anyone else, it is easy to see that
Ottawa Paramedics are incredible! This publication showcases

the passion, commitment and dedication that Ottawa
Paramedics have for their careers and communities.

are very proud to have been elected to advocate for patients and

talent directing the activities of the PPAO this year and I would

like to take an opportunity to share some of our priorities with you.
These are the top 5 items that your leaders in paramedicine are
focusing on:

1. #LevelZero – When people dial 9-1-1 with life threatening

emergencies, #LevelZero means there are no transport capable
paramedics available to respond. This should be alarming to the
entire community.

2. Community Paramedicine – We have been working on funding
at the provincial level. Community Paramedicine is the future of

As the Director of Print Media for the PPAO, I am proud

frontline healthcare and prevents high frequency, low acuity callers

paramedic community and I hope you enjoy the Year in Review

collectively saves the healthcare system millions of dollars.

to update all of you with the latest news and events in the
as much as I enjoyed making it for all of you.

from generating emergency calls from paramedic services. It also

3. #NoPatchNaloxone – The paramedic associations made

recommendations to the Medical Advisory Committee that

Jamie Hvidsten
PrintMedia@OttawaParamedics.ca

resulted in sweeping changes to Naloxone administration, patch

points and dosing. Going forward, we are attempting to get
the chiefs to standardize how paramedic units are equipped to

handle Fentanyl and Carfentanil overdoses. We are focusing on
the number of BVM ventilators, the total milligrams of Naloxone
available to paramedics, the amount of Intranasal Atomizers and
the amount of Syringes. Paramedics need to be leaders.

4. AMPDS – We all know that AMPDS is the best
dispatch software on the globe. We also know Paramedic

Communications Officers can provide a much higher level of
care when they are able to select from more than 2 call priorities
in emergency situations and provide enhanced emergency

medical assistance via phone. AMPDS also eliminates

redundancy that has plagued Ontario Paramedics for decades

and ensures paramedics have more availability and thus better
proximity to real life-threatening Code 04 emergency calls.
2 | Year in Review 2016 | OttawaParamedics.ca

WELCOME

5. Lobbying – We are working with Summa Strategies, the

Ontario Paramedic Association and the Paramedic Association
of Canada to lobby Councillors at Ottawa City Hall, MPP’s on

Queen’s Park and MP’s on Parliament Hill regarding a number
of very important issues.

a. Local Lobbying – we are focused on zero-lift solutions
for paramedics and the PPAO has access to evidence

based research inputs that clearly indicate powered
stretchers and powered loaders reduce overall lifting
by 86%. The outcome is that lost time injuries are also

reduced by 86%. This would return thousands of hours

of unnecessary lost time injuries to frontline operations,
thereby enhancing patient care, improving response

times and reducing the mandatory 34% premiums paid
for injured workers.

b. Provincial Lobbying – It is very unfortunate that

the OPFFA (fire union) has been launching a relentless
attack on paramedics and other volunteer responders
across Ontario. We are working to ensure politicians

changes to our profession as so many provinces make
the move towards self-regulation.

It is also important to note that the Professional Paramedic

Association of Ottawa will be hosting the Paramedicine Expo
& Conference during fall of 2017 so please stay tuned to

Paramedicine.ca for more details as we expect to roll out a red
carpet for hundreds of guests from across Canada.

Here are some stats regarding how many paramedic members exist

within the hierarchy of our professional associations across Canada:
• Professional Paramedic Association of Ottawa – 554 members
• Ontario Paramedic Association – 2,226 members

• Paramedic Association of Canada – 20,130 members
Thank-you for your continued support as we look forward to
another very busy year.

Darryl Wilton
President@OttawaParamedics.ca

understand the importance and academic excellence
of paramedics, that paramedics arrive first on 94%
of all medical emergencies, that paramedics are the

only emergency service who can provide Emergency
Department treatments that includes transport to
definitive care and that the most cost-effective medical

first response solution in Ontario is affordable PRU’s or

RRU’s; not $480,000 fire trucks. Over 8654 paramedics

perform 1.1 million emergency calls across Ontario every
year (so we know what’s up and we have paramedicine
and first response totally in check).

c. Federal Lobbying – having our chapter located in
Canada’s Capital, we are also working on a number of
healthcare files from more robust PTSD Legislation

to Community Paramedicine to monitoring positive
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OPA PRESIDENT

OPA PRESIDENT
Dear Ontario Paramedics,
Each year presents new challenges and opportunities to us all. This is especially true for paramedics however,
2016 marked another year of us coming together to heal, persevere and grow as a whole.

We have rallied as one to overcome loss, embrace change and stand united when our profession needed it most.
It seemed like every time I turned around, I was hearing about another paramedic leading the way by advocating
for patients or by creating new initiatives.

This is what makes paramedics unique. Even after their shifts are over, they continue to selflessly help others by
giving back to their communities and by performing random acts of kindness. They genuinely understand what
it means to go above and beyond because they do it everyday.

My motivation to push the envelope further is highly influenced by the drive of these people. It is because of
them that I accepted the position of President for the Ontario Paramedic Association. I have never been so proud
to stand beside such dedicated, caring and compassionate professionals.

For this reason, the Ontario Paramedic Association will implement a plan to address key points in the upcoming

year. The focus will be on scope of practice, mental health and wellbeing, owning our skills and protecting our
profession. 2016 was amazing but 2017 will be outstanding!

In closing, I want to sincerely thank each and everyone of you for what you do, for who you are and for what

you mean to me. Where I am today and who I have become as a paramedic is a direct result of your inspirational
words and actions. The future is bright for Ontario Paramedics.
Respectfully yours,

Ashleigh Hewer

President@OntarioParamedic.ca
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DAY OF PINK

DAY OF PINK
Bullying Stops Here
On April 13, 2016, Ottawa Paramedics wore pink to end bullying, homophobia, and transphobia. Social Media exploded with pink!
Thank you to all who celebrated diversity with us. A big shout out goes to Deanna Schofield for her huge efforts to make this day a success.
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HELP FUND

OttawaParamedics.ca

HELP FUND

SIGNING UP IS EASY!
For the equivalent of a few coffees a month, you can make a difference.
Visit our website to find out more information and start helping today!

Starting as low as $1/ Month*

*TAX RECEIPTS AVAILABLE

Pre-authorized monthly debit payments
make it seamless and easy to HELP.

SO LET’S HELP THOSE WHO ARE OUT THERE

HELPING ALL OF US
613.244.0333 | helpfund@OttawaParamedics.ca
OttawaParamedics.ca has a 4-STEP feature to help you
make a quick and easy monthly donation to the help fund.

HOW IT WORKS
1. Login at www.OttawaParamedics.
2. Go to “Edit Your Personal Info”
3. Update your monthly HELP Fund amount
4. Click the check box after reading the “Pre-Authorized
Payment Terms & Conditions” legal disclaimer
This website retains a permanent legal record of your
authorization and secure transaction

6 | Year in Review 2016 | OttawaParamedics.ca
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HELP FUND

HELP FUND
An update
What is the HELP Fund?
Insufficient benefits have failed to adequately support

paramedics who fall victim to illness or injury. As a result, Ottawa

Paramedics have taken matters into their own hands and created
the Helping Every Local Paramedic (HELP) Fund.
Ways we help.
•

Oversized life event cards signed by all paramedics

•

Caring gestures for hospitalized paramedics (gift cards,

•

Disability or death funds for those injured or killed in the

•

Nationwide support & more

parking passes, etc.)

REQUEST CARDS
& F LO W E R S
1
2
3
4

Login at www.OttawaParamedics.com
Go to "HELP Fund - Requests"
Select card request (get well soon, new baby,
condolences, otherwise) and/or Donation/Flowers.
Provide recipient information

line of duty

HELP Fund Statistics
It is important to keep up to date on the finances of the HELP
Fund. A few statistics are listed here to give you an idea how we

Soon!
l
l
e
W
t
Ge

are currently faring.
Contributions

Here is a breakdown of amounts people choose to contribute:
#1 Most Popular Contribution = $5/month
#2 Most Popular Contribution = $10/month
#3 Most Popular Contribution = $4/month
HELPFundGroup@OttawaParamedics.ca leaders:
Allison McKenzie, HELP Fund Director
John Blythe, HELP Fund Liason
Julie Laplante, Cards & Signs (A/C Platoons)
Brian Morris, Cards & Signs (A/C Platoons)
Faye Proctor, Cards & Signs (B/D Platoons)

Congr

atulat

on the

new ad
dition

ions

to your

family

Deanna Schofield, Office Liaison
Steve Hallam, Scott Stephens, Paul Morneau, Honourary Officers
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RESPONSES

RESPONSES
Here are copies of some feedback received by the HELP Fund Group. The responses are from organizations and people who
received lieu donations and oversized cards with hundreds of signatures from Ottawa Paramedics.

Just want to say thank you so much to the Paramedics (4) that attended

I wanted to say thank you very much to the four paramedics that

was very impressed with all you do, and most appreciative of how

shock in December. Everyone was so good with my daughter and we

to my dad yesterday afternoon. He fell and dislocated his shoulder. He
you explained everything that you we're going to do prior to doing it.
Thanks for your care and compassion!!

Today, an amazing Paramedic who is a regular at my work came

in to buy his usual lottery. Upon arrival he noticed I wasn't my
cheery self. I explained that my infected wisdom tooth was causing

pain and that I wasn't eating due to the pain and me forgetting my
lunch. He then decided he was going to buy me something to eat. He

made me "pick a hand" from behind his back, and then gave me an
amazing gift of food he knew I could eat. (Puddings, sliced peaches

helped my 1-year-old daughter when she went into anaphylactic
really appreciated everything.

While we are down and out, these great medical professionals don't

get enough credit. Their care, patience, and not to forget to mention

the good meds and all that it took try to keep me as comfortable as

they could.... I thank you for putting up with my crying, screaming,
pain. Your blankets and your scoop gurney certainly came in handy.
My knee was reduced at the hospital and I'm awaiting on news later
this week of possible surgery. Again, many thank you's to everyone!

and chocolate milk). I just wanted to say thank you to him, and all
like him. You really made my day so much better.

I would like to.…thank the three paramedics who have responded,
in a very quick and professional manner, to my house February 17th.
As the wife of Paramedic Martin Wood, I would like to extend

my most heartfelt thank you to the paramedics of Ottawa for the
beautiful card of sympathy. I just received it today and appreciate

your caring and compassion. As a former ACP myself, I would like

to say that when we stand steadfast and support one another through
tragedy, we foster resilience. Again, thank you to my brothers and
sisters in Ottawa, you touched my heart today.

8 | Year in Review 2016 | OttawaParamedics.ca

Although I was not so responsive, their patience and professionalism
made me feel I was in great hands.…The young man, whom I believe
was a student by the name of Xavier, was the one who worked with

me and although he was a student, I felt I was being treated by a

seasoned medic. my condition was acute pancreatitis, so you can only
imagine how much pain I was in….I hope that I will never have

to use the ambulance service, but should I have to again, I know

that I will be treated with care, professionalism, and utmost respect,
without judgement.

RESPONSES

A touching card sent to the HELP Fund from the Keylors. Thanks
to all the staff that went above and beyond their duty to help
them. The HELP fund raised a total of $3139.68 for the family.
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RESPONSES

RESPONSES CONTINUED
I wanted to convey my deep appreciation and gratitude to Amanda

The Paramedic Service, PPAO and my colleagues assumed my family

the 17 at the Miracle League Ottawa Police Game of Champions.

care and food you folks provided. The meals eased a burden in a tasty

Walkowiak and Brad Ross who volunteered their time on Saturday
th

They were a big hit with the kids and their presence with the

ambulance made all the difference, talking to the kids and really

interacting with them. It was very apparent that they are committed
to their jobs and community. Great ambassadors to the Ottawa
Paramedic Service. I also understand that Amanda had just come off

a night shift too, which really speaks to her big heart in volunteering
her time for this great event. Again, my deepest thanks to these two
great people!!!

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the two paramedics who
dealt with my medical emergency last night. Throughout my time

with them they showed outstanding professionalism and kindness.
While I was not a serious emergency, both men showed impressive

skill in dealing with the shock and discomfort both me and my wife
were going through.
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needs. I cannot express my deep appreciation and gratitude for the
way. We have some talented and helpful colleagues.

ROGER NEILSON HOUSE

ROGER NEILSON HOUSE
Making Memories and Building Relationships
Michelle Farragher, Jonathan Sylvester and Matthew Di Monte
volunteered their time to go to the Santa Parade of Lights with

an 8 month old palliative infant from The Roger Neilson House.
This is hopefully a start to a long lasting relationship with the

Roger Neilson House. Thanks to Michelle for starting this project!
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YEAR IN REVIEW

BEHIND THE SCENES
With the Year in Review
A lot of work goes into making the Year in Review that you
wouldn’t know about.

SURE Print & Graphics graciously took some time out of their

busy day to allow our Director of Print Media ( Jamie Hvidsten)
to tour their facilities to showcase how hard they work to get
your yearly PPAO package on your door step.

Before the final digital copy is sent off to the printers, hours

of writing, photos, editing and designing is completed by

Jamie Hvidsten, Ben Ripley, Darryl Wilton and Laura Pol
(Graphic designer).

Then it is off to the printers!
It took a little over one week to print and package 2000 copies

of the Year in Review. The photos on the next page show Louis
and I in the print room.
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Every single page is printed here. The printers were working
24 hours a day to get these magazines distributed in a timely

manner. The pages then are sent to a different location to be
bound together. The magazines are then sent back to SURE
Print & Graphics for the final touches.

The Final Step! Staff at SURE Print & Graphics individually pack

the envelopes ensuring that each member receives their personalized

tax receipts along with a predetermined amount of pens, stickers,
tattoos and pamphlets. Each envelope must weigh exactly the same
for the pre-paid postage stamps that are printed onto each package.

That’s a wrap! Over 2000 envelopes are hand stuffed and ready-to-

go to Canada Post. The PPAO packages are mailed to members,
surrounding services, base hospitals, CACC’s, chiefs across Ontario,
Ornge, colleges, other paramedic chapters and corporate sponsors.

YEAR IN REVIEW
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HOCKEY TOURNAMENT

HOCKEY TOURNAMENT
$3812 Raised
We are very happy to share that our 2016 PPAO Hockey
Tournament was another success! A total of $3812.00 was
raised towards our HELP fund, Peer Support Team and Donna
Duff Scholarship.

Congrats to OPS Hemsley, Cochrane District EMS, Aviators
and Cornwall SD&G winners of pools A, B, C and D.
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ST. PATRICK’S DAY PARADE

ST. PATRICK’S DAY
Keep Calm and Shamrock On
Ottawa Paramedics had the luck of the Irish with many
enthusiastic Medical Venturers, La Cité and Algonquin College
students parading down Laurier and Bank Street. Ottawa was

dressed in green for the day with many bag pipers and drummers
celebrating St. Patrick’s Day.

16 | Year in Review 2016 | OttawaParamedics.ca

Did you know...

Over 13 million pints of Guinness are consumed
across the world on St Patrick’s day.

EMERGENCY SERVICES COINS

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Collector Coins
On June 7,the Royal Canadian Mint released a collector coin
series to commemorate Canadian First Responders. The set of
four coins features paramedics, fire fighters, police officers and
military personnel. Alex Reeves, a senior manager at the Royal
Canadian Mint states how the design of the paramedic coin was
established.
“In the case of the Paramedics coin, the Mint consulted the Paramedic
Association of Canada (PAC), who helped us arrive at a mutually
acceptable design. You should note that a previous concept of two male
paramedics working inside a helicopter was abandoned on the advice
of the PAC, since “flight paramedics” are only a small minority

of your profession and women represent a significant percentage of
Canadian paramedics. Therefore, we showed paramedics working
from an ambulance on the recommendation of the PAC and also
asked Mr. Ryan to depict both a male and female in his final design.”
We want to thank the Royal Canadian Mint for putting
paramedics on these high quality national coins!

PPAO REQUESTS CO DETECTORS
The PPAO have requested to have carbon monoxide detectors equipped on all ambulances in the City of Ottawa. This small device
will enhance patient care as well it will provide another safety measure for paramedics. Darryl Wilton spoke with CBC to discuss
this important topic. Go to www.OttawaParamedics.ca/CO to listen to the interview.

HEADACHES

NAUSEA

BREATHLESSNESS

COLLAPSE

DIZZINESS

LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
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TELECOMMUNICATORS WEEK

TELECOMMUNICATORS WEEK
"Paramedics, what is your Emergency?"
From April 10-16th, we celebrated National Public Safety
Telecommunicators Week to honour the great people who are
on the other end of the phone.

Ottawa Communications Officers cover an area of 8000km2
with a population of 1.05 million. They dispatch approximately
165,000 calls/year!

Thank you for all of your amazing work!
Compliment recieved:
"I just want to say a huge thank you to the Paramedic Communications

officers who have answered the two phone calls I've had to make in
less than a month in order to help my friend. After being transferred
to Ottawa 9-1-1 dispatchers, both of the dispatchers that have

answered my calls were very calm and understanding, and help was
sent immediately. I cannot thank you enough!"
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TELECOMMUNICATORS WEEK
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PARAMEDIC WEEK

PARAMEDIC WEEK
Burgers and Hot Dogs and Treats, Oh My!
#ParamedicWeek was yet again, another huge success.
Communications Officers worked extremely hard to try to

get all crews back to HQ to enjoy the juicy burgers, sausages
and numerous snacks. A whopping $2700 of food was

purchased for this event. A big thank you to the Algonquin

College graduating class for donating a generous amount of
money and time as a thank you to all the preceptors! All of

this couldn’t have happened without Gord Perolli along with
the help of Sonya Fung (Algonquin College graduate) and all
of the student volunteers.

20 | Year in Review 2016 | OttawaParamedics.ca

2nd from left: Sonya Fung

RCMP SUNSET CEREMONIES

SUNSET CEREMONIES
RCMP Musical Ride
The Ottawa Paramedic Service was invited to participate in

the RCMP Sunset Ceremonies on June 22. What an honour!
All of Ottawa’s first responders were invited including
Ottawa Fire and Ottawa Police.

OttawaParamedics.ca | Year in Review 2016
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GOLF TOURNAMENT

GOLF TOURNAMENT
Fun FORE All
Ana Maria Nixon has outdone herself this year!
The Ottawa Paramedic Golf Tournament went off without a

hitch. An outrageous $13,000 was raised by the 134 participants
this year. We DOUBLE sold out this tournament AND we had
a record amount of sponsors. It looks like B/D Platoons had been

anxiously waiting for the tournament to fall on their day off. The

money raised went directly towards the Paramedic Women’s
Community and Donna Duff Scholarship (which any member of
the PPAO can apply to).

A huge shout out goes to Deanna Schofield, Tracy Levesque, Ben
Ripley, Stephane Perras, Donna Duff, Jessica Lund, and student

volunteers Samantha Wright, Chase Andrews, Francois Bicego,
John Thornton for volunteering their time.

What a fantastic event. We can’t wait until next golf season.
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PRIDE WEEK

PRIDE WEEK
Celebrating Diversity
Pride week began with the annual flag raising at the Ottawa
Paramedic Headquarters.

This flag raising ceremony is a symbol of support for the staff,
community and patients who are LGBTTQ. Flying the pride
flag lets the LGBTTQ community know that they are welcome
within our service and they should feel safe around Ottawa

Paramedics in their time of need. Thank you to all who attended.
To finish pride week off, the ever popular Pride Parade marched
down Bank Street. Despite the rainy weather, the parade was a huge

success! People were singing, dancing and celebrating! A huge turn
out of Paramedics, MedVents, pre-paramedics and friends joined
in the Ottawa Paramedic floats to take part of this parade.
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KINDNESS CARDS

KINDNESS CARDS
Thank You, St. Anthony School
The students at St. Anthony School recently created
thank you cards for Ottawa Paramedics! This was from a
Kindness Workshop put on by author Lindsey Barr and

the students could choose any profession they wanted. This

school chose paramedics. Brian Morris went down to the
school to accept these lovely handmade cards for us.

OttawaParamedics.ca | Year in Review 2016
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Lifesaving Tools
for a
Lifesaving Team
Physio-Control is proud to welcome
Ottawa Paramedic Service as a valued partner
Partners work together to create the best possible outcome for their patient. They support
each other in pursuit of a common objective.
Designed based on years of partnership with EMS, the LIFEPAK® 15 Monitor/Defibrillator,
LUCAS® Chest Compression System, CODE-STAT™ Data Review Software and the
LIFENET® System work together to support your team in managing cardiac arrest before,
during and after the event.

LIFEPAK 15 MONITOR / DEFIBRILLATOR
®

with capnography and CPR Metronome

LUCAS CHEST COMPRESSION SYSTEM
®

uninterrupted hands-free compressions

CODE-STAT 10 DATA REVIEW SOFTWARE
™

featuring comprehensive CPR analytics

LIFENET System
®

robust and secure clinical, quality assurance, and logistics data transmission

Learn more at www.physio-control.com
or contact info.canada@physio-control.com

©2016 Physio-Control, Inc. Redmond, WA. All names herein are trademarks or registrered trademarks of their respective owners
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SPONSORS
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CAPITAL TO CAPITAL

CAPITAL TO CAPITAL
From May 7 to May 20 the Heroes are Human Capital-to-Capital

Tracy Levesque (with her therapy dog Max) and Marc Antoine

in Ottawa, Ontario and finished 15 days later in Alexandria,

event a send-off for the ride, it also celebrated the passage of PTSI

Bike Ride and mental health campaign was held. The event began
Virginia (just outside Washington, D.C.) The launch at Parliament
Hill saw 88 participants join up. At the finish line, 25 Canadian
and American\Paramedics ended up cycling an astounding

1538km to raise awareness for post traumatic stress disorder and
other occupational stress injuries that are faced by first responders.

Although the mission of the ride is “To help remove the obstacles

of recognizing operational stress injuries for police, firefighters, and

emergency communications officers by fostering an open dialogue

for education and access to mental health resources”, the ride also
raised over $10,000 USD for two mental health organizations. The

Code Green Campaign (USA), and The TEMA Conter Memorial
Trust (Canada). Both charities help first responders and military

personnel deal with PTSI (Post Traumatic Stress Injury) and
operational stress.

A day before the ride commenced, a symposium and dinner was
organized. The symposium set the tone for the following 2 weeks

of gruelling road biking. The symposium was a huge success with

over 110 people attending. Mental Health advocates Natalie Harris

and Randy Papple along with Ottawa’s own Lorraine Downey,

28 | Year in Review 2016 | OttawaParamedics.ca

Deschamps were some of the guest speakers. Not only was the

legislation in Ontario (Bill 163). Guests to the send-off dinner
included Ontario Minister of Labour Kevin Flynn and MPP

Cheri DiNovo; who was the originator of the Bill to amend the
WSIB Act to recognize PTSI as a workplace injury.
Memories from this event will live on forever.

CAPITAL TO CAPITAL
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9-RUN-RUN

9-RUN-RUN
Ottawa's Emergency Services Run
A total of 1700 people participated in 9-Run-Run on October

15th, with 99 off-duty paramedics registered to run. Ottawa

Paramedics also successfully defended the title of Best Chili in
the Chiefs Chili Cook Off again this year. Congratulations to
the cooks and the runners on this spectacular event.
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COMMUNITY CUP

COMMUNITY CUP
Bend it like Beckham
The Ottawa Blues Charity Classic is an annual soccer
tournament for Emergency and Law Enforcement Personnel.

Money raised from this event goes to the charitable organization

“Kids come 1st”. Since this tournaments inception in 2009, over
$17,500 has been raised!

Congratulations to our Ottawa Paramedic Team Captain
Mikey Martins and all who competed in this great event.
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BIKE MEDIC

BIKE MEDIC
To the rescue!
One of our very own bike paramedics (Adam Tate) was able
to get to a patient who went into cardiac arrest in the Byward
Market in less than 4 minutes. Not only did he get to the patient
lightning fast, he was also able to defibrillate the patient and
obtain a Return of Spontaneous Circulation (ROSC). The
patient was conscious by the time he arrived at the Emergency
Department. WOW!

“Our family's heartfelt and sincere thank you go out to Adam Tate for
his speedy, professional and successful response to our relative's cardiac
arrest on Wednesday. He is doing well at the Heart Institute. Words
cannot really express our gratitude to Adam.”

It sounds like a plot out of a movie! Way to go to the bystanders,
Communications Officers, Paramedics, other allied agencies,
and hospital staff who all worked together to save a life!
Social Media exploded with this post reaching over 10,000
people in just 2 days!!
One of this patient’s family members also emailed us and
wanted to send a quick thank-you note:

Paramedicine in Ottawa (1845-2001)
Lynea Finn has completed her book on the history of paramedicine
in Ottawa! We would like to take this opportunity to thank and
congratulate Lynea for all of her hard work. Not only did Lynea go
back and obtain a certificate in Archives at Algonquin College to
help her efforts to complete this book, Lynea raised the funds too.
No small feat.
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Her book 'Paramedicine in Ottawa 1845-2001' was made possible
by Kickstarter.com. In a mere 14 days, Lynea raised $20,000 so that
her book could be edited and printed for April 2017.
Lynea has also helped raise money for the Paramedic Women’s
Community and has been a speaker at many conferences. Lynea is
also an avid dog lover and participated with her canine in a fashion
show to raise money for first responders suffering from PTSI.

DONNA DUFF SCHOLARSHIP

DONNA DUFF SCHOLARSHIP
Congratulations Kristina
The Paramedic Donna Duff Scholarship Award was established

life. Kristina originally drew inspiration from senior female

Donna Duff is the first female Ottawa Paramedic to make it

running a cardiac arrest with Donna Duff, and recounts how

Exemplary Service Award. Although paramedics are highly

of the PPAO and the Paramedics Women's Community, we all

in 2015 by the PPAO and the Paramedic Women’s Community.

paramedics she preceptored with in Kingston. She also recalls

to full retirement and receive the Governor General’s EMS

well Donna and her ACP partner worked together. On behalf

trained, only 4% make it to full retirement in Canada, most often

congratulate Kristina on her accomplishments!

due to trauma associated with manual lifting or occupational

stress injuries. As such, we must invest in our future and obtain

the academic credentials to inspire evolution and change. We are
proud to announce the 2016 Donna Duff Scholarship Award

has been earned by Advanced Care Paramedic graduate Kristina
Mitchell. Kristina’s volunteering dates back to high school where
she volunteered 6-8 hours a week at CHEO and frequently
spent time with a young quadriplegic boy and his family. This

was when she began to feel drawn to helping people. Kristina

has continued to demonstrate the benefits of mentoring and

supporting her fellow medics. She has paid it forward as a tutor
for paramedic students during her 2nd year of paramedicine and
as a new hire mentor as they begin to integrate into paramedic
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PETER RETIRES

PETER RETIRES
Darryl Wilton
Advanced Care Paramedic | President
Peter Capello is one of the most amazing guys I have ever
known. This is why...

In 1995, I was doing my preceptorship in Kanata Ambulance

Service. I spent a lot of time seeking knowledge from Yann
Vidal, Dave Hallett, Rick Drew, Dean DiMonte, Ingrid De

Vries, Paul Seguin, Michael Bowen, "Romeo Oscar Bravo"

Wilson, Mike Martins, Tim O'Neill, Dustin Hirst and so many
awesome paramedics at Edgewater base. ACP's were a brand
new thing that year too and always had their nose in the books it definitely had a trickle-down effect on the rest of us.

When Yann & Dave left, Peter Capello became our new base

manager. When I graduated from PCP school in 1996, I wanted

to work with this group of guys and girls more than anything.
Peter Capello encouraged me to stay on the trucks past my 480

hours and said, "if you stick around here long enough and work

hard enough, Doug Powell will likely just put you on payroll one
day - that's kinda how $#!+ works around here".

In the meantime, I found paramedic shifts in Denbigh,
Eganville, Pembroke and Renfrew. At the same time, Peter let

me ride out in Kanata every week to keep up my "city skills".
Having worked a variety of areas for 7 years, I can say there is
no comparison between being an urban paramedic and a rural
paramedic - ABSOLUTELY NONE - the "holy $#!+" calls are
completely different.

To be honest, I sometimes thought Peter just wanted me doing
his base duties ha ha ha (this was back when city paramedics
cut the grass, shoveled snow, mopped floors, vacuumed, washed

trucks inside/out, stocked, wiped down bathrooms and even
cleaned toilets twice a day). Base duties were mandatory. We
basically lived there so it made sense.
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Peter was always a positive influence. He always pushed me to step
up, go above and beyond and always pushed me to keep my foot
in that door. It eventually paid off (with Rob Wilson also flipping
out that I should be on payroll) and Kanata Ambulance hired me.

So I was provided with a new jump suit (inspired by our flight

paramedics) and I reported to Mr Capello (nobody actually
called him that lol). Peter was an amazing base manager and

took great care of his staff. Sick time was never an issue. Vacation

was never an issue. He called out the slackers when he needed

to, because the hard workers needed to know there was balance.
This was a guy who worked hard to earn the full respect of his
team because he took care of his team. He was the guy who
could call anyone at 3am and get you to come in for ONLY

3 HOURS (because another medic had contracted norovirus

from a patient and had to leave work with a vomit bag and an
incontinence pad). To be honest, it wasn't even worth going in
for 3 hours, but you did it because it was Peter making the call.

It was really a simple formula: Peter went to bat for everybody
so everybody went to bat for Peter.

I'll give you an example: During the Christmas download that
started at the end of the year in 2000, Ottawa coverage was suffering
so bad that Peter somehow schmoozed me into staying on duty for

72 hours straight (just to maintain coverage in Kanata). Most of our
staff were working for other services like OCRAS and were already
booked solid (this was back when every paramedic suffered to make
ends meet with 4 part-time "careers").

So just think about this for a second...
This 72 hour thing was completely unplanned, it was Christmas,
the roads were nasty, I copped-out on family, the stores were all

closed, I completely ran out of food and it was stupid busy. But...
we didn't complain back then - we did the calls - for Peter - and
the calls never stopped.

Peter did what he could. He asked paramedics or their spouses

to drop off leftovers in the base mini fridge to keep us fed. This

PETER RETIRES

meant our options ended up being:
(A) eat more shortbread cookies than Sugar Mountain
(B) starve to death in your paramedic jump suit (while some
student sat there and sized you up)

Between calls, Rob Wilson and I hunted for food like an episode

of Survivorman (we eventually figured out we could increase

our odds if we found places more likely to be operated by those
who don't celebrate Christmas). As you can see, we were both
hardcore hunters.

So, back to Peter roping me in to work 72 hours straight
at Christmas...

It was the worst 72 hours of my career.
I had no idea if the "cat like" Uberman Sleep Cycle could
actually work. I tried it.... Sleep for 20 min while your partner

is doing paperwork. Sleep on the way to a 9-1-1 call while your
partner drives as delicate as the Love Boat and then SHRIEKS

a bone rattling scream millimeters from your ear, "WAKE

UPPPPPPPPPPP" followed by "oh sorry - my mistake - we
aren't there yet" (thanks Rob Wilson). I even slept at red lights

(which you only noticed after the person behind you honks - the

But you know what? At the end of it, I still thought Peter was
the most amazing guy that I had ever met and I felt good that
I helped him out.

So, if it was not for Peter hiring me in Kanata and lining me
up with some of the most engaged and clinically hardcore
preceptors I could find, I would never have had the opportunity
to amalgamate into the Ottawa Paramedic Service. Quite
frankly, I would not be where I'm at today.

Peter is now retiring with 32 years of service and he is the

guy who gave me a chance at a time when ABSOLUTELY

NOBODY was hiring. I owe the beginning of my career to

this gentleman and I thank him for instilling work ethic in me
before holding that door open.

So, I would like to propose an LCBO toast to the best boss I
ever had: Peter Capello. May you have an amazing retirement!

And to all of the other retirees, I respect all of you and I know
there are people out there who could write some amazing stories
about you too. Please send those in so we can publish them.

(Peter.... please remember to set aside 2 or 3 cases of Molly
Dooker Maitre D in exchange for this tribute ha ha haaaa)

5th or 6th time).
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MOVEMBER

MOVEMBER
Grow those Mo's
Well, it was another successful Movember. We put together

a team of “Marvelous Moustaches” and better yet, we looked
sooooooo good doing it.

We highlighted Men's Health and raised $2034 in the process.
•

Congratulations to Rob Mitchell for taking the top place
in funds raised. Rob put together an impressive $568

•

Our team of 15 moustaches finished 7th in the
Canadian Paramedic challenge

•

The 37 Canadian Paramedic teams raised an incredible
$50,370

•

Globally, $58,757,941 was raised for MENS HEALTH

Thank you all for your support! Nicely done.
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TOY MOUNTAIN CAMPAIGN

TOY MOUNTAIN CAMPAIGN
Making holiday wishes come true
Ottawa Paramedics had another successful Toy Mountain
Campaign this year.

A total of 163 toys were donated along with $561 raised from

cookie sales and donations. This money was spent to buy more
toys for the children of Ottawa.

Thank you to Sarah Kazaniwsky for all her hard work.
Amazing Job!
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PROGRESS IN PARAMEDICINE

PROGRESS IN PARAMEDICINE
2016 was another successful year for the Nicaragua training

teams. The April and November missions had 40 participants
attend and brought much needed medical services back to

Nicaraguan communities. This adds to the 172 responders we

have trained in the country over the 4 years since we started in
2012. Our work is not done yet!

Our program delivery expanded to include some fire based
training and scene management at a request from the lead fire

station in Jinotepe. As they are the main response for the area,

there is an ongoing need to improve their skills and equipment.
They gratefully accepted us into their department and offered a
tour of the facilities and a ride on their trucks. Travelling with

lights and sirens through the town only showed how proud they

were of the training offered and took some time to show off the
training team to their community.

The April team brought together new friends and old partners.
It was a time to catch up, make new friends and share stories.
It was personal, emotional and spiritual as we celebrated the

life of one of our 2015 members who had passed from a tragic
incident in Alberta. This dedicated group gave all they had to

encourage and promote paramedicine in Nicaragua and saw

firsthand the difference they were making. Mike Lehman made
some paracord bracelets for the team in a purple colour for

our lost team member, Shauna. Other bracelets were made for

PTSI awareness. The team wore these proudly and shared our

experiences with our new responders in the hope of letting them
know that it is good to talk, listen and learn from others.

As our 2016 year came to an end, the planning for 2017 was
already in motion. Our goal is to continue the mission, expand

the program and offer as much of our knowledge and skills so new
responders can continue to make a difference in Nicaragua.

If health care professionals want to learn more about our mission
or would like to join a team, please contact us at:
Email: Nicaragua@OttawaParamedics.ca
Facebook: Progress in Paramedics
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PARAMEDIC WOMEN'S COMMUNITY

WOMEN'S COMMUNITY
Kerry Morris began her career in 1997
and was one of the first women to join the
Paramedic Tactical Unit. Kerry became an
Acting Superintendent in 2004, and has
been a remarkable example of leadership
throughout her career. Kerry has led in
operations, investigations, and then in
clinical training, working to advance her
career by helping with Girls in Gear, many committees and was one
of the founding members of the Paramedic Women’s Community.
Recently, Kerry took on the role as Clinical Coordinator at the
RPPEO; we definitely feel the loss on the frontline, but wish Kerry
all the success she has worked so hard for.
Mylène Carbonneau is a picture of
determination and perseverance. Mylène
set out to be part of the Bike team unit.
She improved her resume by volunteering
for several PR events, becoming an
ambassador for Bushtukha and completing
a Full Ironman. Mylène challenged the
PBU selection process and was successful.

Tracey Suprunchuck and Nicole Lowden have once again
completed another successful boot drive for the Ottawa Mission!
Lindsay Mooij and Kristina Mitchell
delivered a baby in July. The PWC
posted this picture on social media and
it got over 200,000 views! Kristina
was also awarded the Donna Duff
scholarship, a great year for Kristina!

Max had a busy year as the 1st Therapy
Dog program in a Paramedic Service
in Canada! Max and Tracy were
interviewed on CBC radio/TV with
the story shared 14,000+ times with
540,000+ views. Max is here for you if
you are in need. Request Max through our wonderful Peer Support
team! Max thanks all of his loving medics for the amazing treats,
many hugs and kisses. Max truly loves coming to work with his
Paramedic pack!
Lorraine Downey has been the
coordinator of the Peer Support team
for 2 years and part of the team for 6
years. Lorraine is co-chair of the First
Responders Mental Health Network
Collaboration and has sought funding
for a pilot project so first responders
can obtain timely access to mental health professionals. She
has designed and delivered multiple resiliency program to
paramedics, communication officers, and paramedic students.

Annik Lagassé lobbied for more than 2 years with Ontario
MPP Cheri DiNovo that changed the Workplace Safety and
Insurance Act to presumuptive PTSI as a workplace injury.
The “Supporting Ontario's First Responders Act” applies to
police officers, paramedics, firefighters, workers in correctional
institutions and secure youth justice facilities, dispatchers of
police, paramedics, firefighters and emergency response teams.
Thank-you, Paramedic Ambassadors for being such great role
models! Please check out @ParamedicWomen and follow us on
Facebook to learn more stories about encouraging women to
enter the paramedic profession and for female paramedics to
lean in and take on leadership roles!
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PARAMEDIC RIDE

PARAMEDIC RIDE
Community – Passion – Resilience – Friendship
What a sensational year it has been for the Tour Paramedic

Ride. We welcomed inaugural events in the provinces of Quebec

and New Brunswick while completing the 4th annual Ontario
ride. More than over 250 cyclists participated in raising over

$50,000 towards the completion of a National Memorial to be
constructed in our Nation’s Capital.
2016 Paramedic Ride Events
• Fredericton, NB – 92 kms
May 28

• Quebec City, QC to Ottawa, ON – 475 kms
September 16

• Toronto, ON to Ottawa, ON – 525 kms
September 16 – 19

Paramedics, Local Services, Associations, Labour Unions,
family, friends, students, volunteers and cyclists from across

Canada joined together to ensure the success of our 3 events.
Collectively they embody the very best of our profession.

For the first time in Canadian Paramedic history the memory of our
fallen was honoured on Parliament Hill as their names were read
during our closing ceremonies. Paying tribute to the fallen were 220
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Cyclists from Ontario and Quebec who finished as one community
joined by several dignitaries and hundreds of spectators.

As we look forward to 2017 we are beyond excited that rides are

planned in British Columbia, Alberta, Ontario, Quebec, New
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia!

For information about this year’s event or to donate to the
Paramedic Ride visit us online at www.paramedicride.ca .

PARAMEDIC RIDE
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CHRISTMAS PARADES

CHRISTMAS PARADES
Santa's Favourite Helpers
Snow was falling, children were smiling and Ottawa Paramedics
were celebrating this year in multiple Christmas Parades across
the beautiful City of Ottawa.

The big guy in red told us that all Ottawa Paramedics made it on
the ‘Nice List’ during 2016. That shouldn’t shock anyone though!

As always, thank you to Algonquin College, La Cité Collégiale,
St. Lawrence College, Med Vents and all Ottawa Paramedic
Staff who volunteered their time to spread Christmas cheer.
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CHRISTMAS PARADES
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SOCIAL MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS

SOCIAL MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
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SOCIAL MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
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PARAMEDICS IN ACTION

PARAMED IC S I N ACT I O N
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PARAMEDICS IN ACTION
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NEW HIRES

NEW HIRES
Congrats to our new hires of 2016!

Tyler Bay

Josh Bouchard

Dara Bowie

Matthew Brown

Erin Cannon

Christie Carey

Guillaume Couture

Courtney Healey

Sean Jump

Shelley Kirkpatrick

Sara MacGregor

Mike Naugler

Casey Rowed

Jonathan Ruder

Ethan Van Den Berg
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RETIREMENTS
PARAMEDICS

RETIREMENTS

Marc Ouimet

Norm MacRimmon

36 years

Wayne Strelbisky
34 years

43.5 years

Bob Brunet
32 years

Dave Zaremba
25 years
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VOLUNTEER LIST

VOLUNTEER LIST
Thank you for your time and effort!
January

August

Sylvain Bégin-Parent.

Paul Ensom, Gordon Perolli, Ana Maria Nixon, Samantha Wright, Jessica

February

Paul Morneau (Pride), Tracy Levesque, Lynea Finn, John Palma, Donna

Lund, Chase Andrews, Francois Bicego, John Thornton, Deanna Schofield,

Martin Massé, Genevieve Grégoire, Goran Mevic.

Duff, Joe Micucci, Blake Rankin, Linda Blackman, Lynne Desjardins,

March

Dorrie Stass, Mike Stass, Maryam Abdulamajeed, Steven Boswel, Justine

François Côté Stephanie Desrochers, Stephanie Logan, Breanne Lessard,

Dan Kaplansky, Lucas Thurslund, Claude Bidal, Teaghan Gutcher,

Marlayna Billingsley, Erin McGauly, Samantha Wright, Stefan Ntansah,
Gita Orchowski, Emily Fullarton, Nikita Yastrebov, Jessica Laporte, June

Gauthier, Lesley Mayhem, Nicholas Smit, Gabriel Frenette, Christian

Larochelle, Tran Nguyen, Eric Martel, Martin Maloney, Eric McDormott,
Michel Menkarios, Oliver Gilbert, Michelle Farragher.

Brazeau, Andrea Coutu, Grace Downing, Alexandra Dunbar, Ansh Goyal,
Bryanna Kearney, Lily Klintworth, Kianna Oliveira, Connor Rath, Sabrina

Sauvé, Ovini Thomas, Lucas Thorslund, Andrew Wimmi, Chris Anderson,
Annie Gregoire, Stilian Gueorguchiev, Courtney Healey, Joonil Kim, Ny

Lauzon, Steven Leu, Riley Maitlan, Paul Morneau, Kyle Sitka, Deanna
Schofield, Gavin Schofield-Walsh, Liam Vanderbraak, Samantha Wright.

September

April
Normand Robillard, Deanna Schofield, Paul Morneau, Cathy Ramsay.

Amanda Walkowiak, Jeremy Doherty, Normand Robillard, Nigel Lord.

October

May
Normand Robillard, Julie Bélanger, Joe Micucci, Daniel Robin, Jocelyn

Michael Martins, Dan Kaplanski, Patrick Lamoureux.

MacLaughlin, Gordon Perolli, Jamie Hvidsten, Annik Lagasse, Thomas

November

Robert Wilson, Kelly Cochrane, Kevin Montgomery, Dan Kaplanski, Peter

Gordon Perolli, Tom Capyk, Marc Legault, Andrew Gleeson, Michelle

Maitland, Sonya Fung, Samantha Wright, Nour Younes, Emily Fullarton,

Annie Gregoire, Jorge Chain, Pierre Pierre Blais, Derek Marriner, Dylan

McKinley, Claire Harten, Marc-Antoine Deschamps, Maxim Nadeau,
Kelly, Hana Shusterman, Morgan Shusterman, Gita

Orchowski, Riley

Farragher, Jonathan Sylvester, Annik Lagassé, Rob Wilson, Julie Hall,

Ny Lauzon.

Gattadauria, Joshua Seely, Alexander Rivet, Steven Taylor, Josh Cameron,

June

Fitzsimmons, Eric Hamelin, Hannah Rothfeld, Lucas Thorslund, Darwin

Jacynthe Picard, Kristina Mitchell, Allison McKenzie, Jocelyn MacLaughlin,
Paul Ensom, Lynea Finn, Normand Robillard, Tim O’Neill, Michael

Martins, Liam Vanderbrakk, Michael Martins, Brad Smith, Steven Boswel,

Jessica Laporte, Maryam Abdulmajeed, Andrew Coutu, Loic Darboux,

Andrew Wimmi, Jessica Lund, Allana Martins, Tom Cooke, Tom Chowela,
Andrea Couto, Andrew Wimmi, Kalembo Landry.

July
Patrick Harkin, Paul Ensom, Jacynthe Picard, Giuseppe Federico,

Jeffery Ouimet, Ansh Goyal, Chase Andrews, Maryam Abdulmajeed,
Samantha Wright, Jessica Laporte, François Bicego, John Thorton, Joonil

Kim, Alison Macivor, Ashley Cyr, Nikita Yastrebov, Sabrina Sauve, Steven

Boswel, Stilian Gueorguiev, Kyle Sitka, Amanda Macivor, Deanna Schofield.
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Megan Elliott, Brianna Day, Kiersten Burzese, Carley Atkinson, Kimberley

Jull, Rebecca Styles, Grace Downing, Jessica Laporte, Holly Mason, Alison

Mackay, Simon Ayer, Nicolas MacLeod, Kayla Huber, Connor Watson,

Dominic Dupuis, Anthony Gulmond, Zoé Tremblay, Stephanie Sandiland,
Sebastian Giraldo, Myriam Bolduc, Francheska DeCarlo, Cedric Pilon,

Mike Lewis Pierre, Patrick Menard, Jenny Plamondon, Danielle Fleury,
Sandrine Taillefer, Julien-Pierre Leblanc, Nicholas Smith, Cory Howell,
Emilie Lapage, Blake Rundle, Connor Rath, Alexandra Dunbar, Rebecca
Styles, Tim Lee, Eric Hamelin, Teaghan Gather, Alexandra Blais, Kevin
Corrigan, Chris Lackey, Brent Campbell, Tracy Levesque, Matt Dimonte.

December
Dominic Emond.

2016 ABACUS DATA

2016 ABACUS DATA
From the Paramedic Association of Canada

2 IN 3 CANADIANS
believe that paramedics play a central role in the healthcare system

90% OF CANADIANS
believe that paramedics play an important role in the healthcare system

Paramedics are trusted by Canadians to make on-the-spot medical
decisions as follows:
61% PARAMEDICS
64% NURSES
70% DOCTORS

80% OF CANADIANS
support Community Paramedicine

90% OF CANADIANS
think paramedics should be at the table to participate in
negotiations for a new national Health Accord
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WAYNE VILLENEUVE, IN MEMORIAM

The 2016 Year in Review is dedicated to the memory of former
Ottawa Paramedic Communications Officer, Wayne Villeneuve.
1965 - 2016
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